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Abstract 

 

In the present worldwide economy, organizations should ceaselessly put resources into 

human resources. In the function of colleague, HR pioneers work intimately with senior 

administration to pull in, recruit, create and hold ability. However the abilities lack presents 

both financial and social difficulties as ability crosses outskirts. Accordingly, considering 

labor force patterns, for example, moving socioeconomics, worldwide inventory chains, the 

maturing labor force and expanding worldwide portability, forward-looking associations 

should reevaluate their way to deal with ability the board to best tackle ability. Thusly, they 

will be decidedly situated to prevail in a highly serious commercial center. Moreover, 

hierarchical culture, representative commitment and authority advancement significantly 

affect ability maintenance. Thinking about these elements, a coordinated way to deal with 

talk the executives offers a pathway toward continuing extraordinary business results. So 

all through the ages, "talent". which began life as a unit of weight and afterward a unit of 

cash, obtained new implications in Europe in the medieval times'? This changed to mean 

exceptional capacity or inclination, with those seen as gifted ready to exhibit remarkable 

achievements in mental and actual areas. The inspiration here was positively to recognize 

ability from " simple " aptitude. We see this in contemporary dictionaries, where talent is 

defined as “ a natural ability to do something well” The present paper is an honest attempt 

to attract the attention of the readers towards the importance of the study of the utility of 

talent development system for succession planning. 
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.  

 

Introduction 

Globalization  has made ready for a plenty of chances just as difficulties for enterprises. 

With the business  world on a crazy ride, there is a colossal change in the manner in  

 which   organizations have begun sourcing their ability universally. Products, capital 

 information innovation and exchange are more around the world associated than they 

 have been ever previously.This association has just expanded the difficulties looked by  
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the organizations in sourcing ability. The solitary test which consistently figures out how  

to stand out enough to be noticed of recruiting chiefs is building a solid ability }x›ol and  

afterward continuing the equivalent. 

 Anyway finding the correct sort of ability has become the out of reach objective. for MNC 

s In a serious commercial center, ability the    board is an essential driver for authoritative 

achievement. Comprehensively characterized, ability the executives is the usage of 

incorporated procedures or frameworks intended to build working environment 

productivity by creating improved cycles for drawing in, creating, holding and using 

individuals with the necessary aptitudes and aptitude to meet current and future business 

needs. A new report shows that 85°/c of HR chiefs  express that the "single most prominent 

test in labor force the board is making or keeping up their organizations' capacity to seek 

ability." Without question, powerful ability the executives gives one of the most basic 

purposes of vital leverage today. 

 

Objectives: 

The main objectives of the present paper are to  attract the attention of the readers 

toward the importance of the  study of the utility of talent development system 

planning for talent.. 

 

Origin of the word “Talent” 

Picking a meaning of ability is no simple assignment, not least in light of the fact that there 

are various manners by which ability might be characterized inside a  association. For 

instance, a  typical thought of hierarchical ability alludes .Those who are recognized as 

having the capacity to arrive at significant levels of accomplishment. " Talent" — 

etyrnologically talking ... "Talent" is a huge number of years old, and lexicologists have 

recognized how the term has changed enormously with time, individuals and region. For 

instance: The main word reference meaning of "ability" alludes to " a group of weight, 

utilized by the Assyrians, Babylonians, Greek, Romans and other antiquated people 

groups". An ability turned into a financial unit when vale was ascribed to one ability of 

silver. The word 'ability' entered English by means of the Bible. Today, HR individuals 

additionally utilize the term " human resources which in certain  settings could be viewed 

as interchangeable. 

 

Talent Development 

Ability the executives is progressively examined in the HRM and HRD  

writing. This field expanded prevalence after Mc Kinsey's examination  

and resulting book on "The battle for ability". lt is a bunch of practices that 

 are executed in associations, and alludes to how associations draw in, select,  
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create and oversee workers in an incorporated and key manner.  

  Ability development speaks to a significant part of the general ability the  

executives cycle. Ability is the load of skills, information, social and 

 personality attributes counting innovativeness typified in the capacity  

to perform work to create monetary worth. 

 

While it is feasible for associations to seek after a methodology that centers around ability 

securing the external labour in market,such a strategy is unlikely to be successful in the long 

term. It is well set up that there are critical favorable circumstances to be picked up from an 

inside development approachand that associations need to procure and create industry and 

firm explicit information and abilities to be serious. Conventional ability improvement 

cycles, for example, preparing are amazingly successful at giving specialized capabilities. 

They can much of the time be created in detachment from the workplace However it is 

increasingly emphasized that high potentialtalentinustbeexpertinworkingin assorted work 

settings and are completely connected to highlights or normal for setting. As aconsequence, 

there is an expanded spotlight on conventional capabilities. The move to generic 

competencies is something that has happened in the previous 10-1 5 years. The term"generic 

abilities" underlines a scope of characteristics and capacities that are significant in the work 

environment. These incorporate abilities, for example, critical thinking and insightful 

aptitudes, relational abilities, collaboration capabilities and aptitudes to recognize get to and 

oversee information. Conventional abilities additionally incorporate individual credits, for 

example, creative mind, innovativeness and scholarly thoroughness and individual qualities, 

for example, perseverance, respectability and resilience. Conventional abilities are viewed 

as significant for potential and professional success; 

 notwithstanding, unmistakably such nonexclusive capabilities are additionally highly 

contextual.. 
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Research 

A self completion questionnaire was designed to gather quantitative data regarding the 

frequency with which the talent development activities or practices are carried out. A sent of 

self appraisal was joined in the questionnaire with members being approached to rate 

according to their level of arrangement or contradiction where 4 was strongly concur, 3-

concurred differ and 1-strongly disagree. 

 

This study was undertaken with 26 employees of large Indian Infrastructure conglomerate. 

These 26 respondents were divided into two samples namely S I and S2 on the basis of their 

type of work. Each of which contained 13 respondents. Sample S2 named 

professionals/engineers consisted of employees who directly are involved in manufacturing 

and production. Sample S I named specialists consisted of the employees indirectly involved 

in manufacturing which included respondents from design, Quality control & vendor 

development, finance & accounts, P & lR and Town & Administration department. 

 

The null hypothesis (H ) and the alternate hypothesis (H ) are as follows: H = Talent 

development system is an integral part of succession planning. 

H = Talent development system is not an integral part of succession planning. 

 

Data Analysis 

The questionnaires were analysed using T-test.  Intake  of  26  respondents  into  the  study, 

which was divided into 2 samples (S I &S2; S I : population of specialist managers; S2: 

population of engineers and line managers). Each of which contained observations of 13 

respondents. Respondents then were asked to  rate  IS  statements  as  per  their  Tel  of 

agreement or disagreement in which the points against  each  statement  was 4  for strongly 

agree, 3-agree, 2- disagree and 1- strongly disagree. 

 

Total score of each respondent was calculated accordingly and the mean score of both the 

samples (M I & M2) were computed. Calculating the t value using the above formula is 

0.185. Thettablev‟alueat5*/confidence level and I 2asthedegreeoffreedomis1.782.Asthe 
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calculated value is less than the tabulated value (0.185 < 1.782), null hypothesis is rejected 

and  the alternate hypothesis is accepted. Hence, there is utility of Talent development 

system for successionplanning. 

 

 

Interpretation 

 

 

Respondents were asked their opinions on a set of questions. The questionnaire were 

developmental programmes, job rotation, job clarity, work life balance, need based training, 

optimum utilization of skills, opportunity to suggest improvements, Information regarding 

job concerns, creativity and innovation, reward, delivery of feedback, system, accountability 

succession planning and resources. Percentage score for each criterion of both the samples 

were calculated. The results for each criterion of samples (S I & S2) are expressed using bar 

chart; some of which are given below: 

Question: What is your satisfaction level with the Talent development system of the 

company? 
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23.07 23.07 

7.69 7.69 

 

 

 

Question: Is there an objective talent need identification process in place? 

 

SAMPLE1 SAMPLE2 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Strongly agree 

 

      Agree                    Disagree 

 

Strongly 

disagree 

 

 

Question: Do you think that talent development system is objectively utilized in 

succession planning system? 

SAMPLE1 SAMPLE2 

 

46.1546.15 46.15 

 

Strongly 

agree 

Agree disagree Strongly disagree 

61.5 

53.8 

46.15 

30.7 

7.69 
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Summing Up:  

The integration of talent development system with succession plan of the organization 

needs further reinforcement. As the results of the study, there is variation in the 

perception of specialist and engineers/ line managers on the efficacy of talent 

development system and its utility in the fulfillment of development need. The integration 

of talent development system with succession plan of the organization needs further 

reinforcement. To create a workable succession planning system and ensure 

sustainability, focus needs to be made on aligning the talent development system with 

aspirate of people and organization overall structural strategy  The inquiry is the place 

where to begin'? Every association is extraordinary, where to start is distinctive for every 

association. The most exact approach to accomplish this is through a quantitative study 

upheld by subjective meetings and center gatherings. In this paper; the scientist attempts 

to demonstrate that To enact ability improvement framework the need distinguishing 

proof process should be sustained. Crafted by the workers should be consistently seen to 

discover the deviations and if they are contributing at the ideal levels. There is another 

perceptual issue which should be taken a gander at. putting the perfect men at the perfect 

occupation will build their degree of commitment the ideal results of the association can 

be cultivated. At long last, progression arranging framework needs a steady pipeline of 

ability pool to make the association serious and dynamic. The best way to pick up precise 

understanding into the special culture and difficulties every business faces is to quantify 

current degrees of commitment across the components affecting hierarchical viability. 
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